
GEE
MODULAR



  Multiply the Gee Lounge chair to create 

functional, sleek seating where space is a 

premium. Gang individual Gee chairs together,

add occasional tables, and the basic Gee is 

transformed. Ideal for open or common areas,

the Gee accommodates multiple users in 

ultimate style and comfort. 

The basic Gee starts as a lounge chair

on steel, metal legs. Use as an armless or

arm chair, add privacy side panels, back

panels or pair with occasional tables.

Configure as a pinwheel, add a tablet

arm option and, maximize space while

affording each user individual privacy. 



GEE MODULAR

The Gee Lounge chair is more than just a single chair. Expand the basic Gee Lounge 

to accommodate small groups while maintaining privacy. Connect two Gee Lounge 

chairs with a joining occasional table. Add back panels to allow for additional privacy 

while decreasing sound overflow. Create a small public space, add casters for mobility. 

No matter what the size or the need, Gee Modular is designed to suit your space. 

Comfort is a necessity. Configurations are endless. Let your imagination flow.

Visit www.agati.com to see more options.

Armless Upholstered
Arms



AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering, 

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless 

and universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing

sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable

packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity

of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality. 
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Add privacy side panels, back panels or pair with occasional tables. T1Visions Touchscreen option shown on cover.


